In recent years, We Media’s chaotic behavior has emerged one after another. How to properly supervise We Media and effectively manage its violations has become an urgent problem in the process of national governance system and governance capacity building. From the three aspects of opportunity, motivation, and control methods, this paper analyzes the relevant stakeholders and their relationships in the process of We Media information dissemination. It constructs a tripartite evolutionary game model of government, We Media, and public participation, which focuses on the analysis of the equilibrium point of the game model and carries out simulation experiments to explore the influence of government responsibility constraints on the evolution results. The research results show that government regulation plays an important role in restricting We Media’s information release. When the government’s willingness to regulate increases, We Media will be punished more if it violates rules. In order to reduce the cost of punishment and other factors, We Media will reduce the willingness to violate the rules. After the occurrence of social hot events, the public is more willing to be guided by positive information from We Media, prompting the government to choose strict supervision strategies, effectively reducing the violations of We Media and achieving the Pareto optimum. According to the research results, this paper puts forward reasonable countermeasures to realize the comprehensive governance pattern of noncompliance of We Media and correct guidance of public emotional cognitive behavior under responsibility constraints. The research results provide theoretical support and decision-making basis for We Media information management and control.

1. Introduction

After the occurrence of social hot events, the public is the information receiver and the direct stakeholder. In recent years, the public’s attention to hot events has increased, and the negative emotion cognition of events will expand the scope of influencing events and even produce a derivative crisis. According to the data of China Internet Network Information Center, as of June 2020, the number of Internet users in China has reached 940 million. The Internet provides technical support and a diffusion platform for the development of We Media. We Media has become an important way for the public to obtain information and cognitive events.
In psychology, emotion cognition is that emotion comes from the evaluation of stimulating situations or things. Relevant scholars pointed out that, in the process of information dissemination of social hot events, grasping the public emotional cognitive behavior state can timely control the deterioriation of events. Jia et al. collected the emotional cognitive behavior data of the public in the front of public safety events through field research in the earthquake-stricken areas and compared the public in the disaster-stricken areas with those in the no disaster-stricken areas [9]. Lewis et al. attempted to improve the understanding of emotional appeal, taking response efficiency as a key cognitive structure, and confirmed the importance of emotional and cognitive components of persuasive health information [10]. Meng and Lai pointed out that the government regulatory departments should respond positively, voice in time, and convey an active and responsible attitude to the public, which can guide the positive development of public emotional cognition [11]. Liu studies the impact of government response on public cognition after public events. The empirical results show that government action response, that is, learning from the successful case experience of event response, releasing authoritative information in time, and improving the accuracy and transparency of information release, can effectively reduce the degree of public cognitive bias. At the same time, it also points out that the government cuts off the sources of false information by accountability for the market of commercial media [12]. Matjažpec puts forward that many collective behaviors of human society can be predicted and studied. The progress of statistical and theoretical physics, the arrival of the era of network science and computational social science, and the continuous innovation of computer and information technology promote research and development. It also gives representative examples to study whether human cognition imposes constraints in digital space and connects human behavior in the physical world and the digital world. Finally, the author points out that physics in the 21st century will enable us to better understand our society [13]. Taking COVID-19 as an example, Zhang et al. analyzed the public’s information concern and emotional cognition change by acquiring relevant text content on the knowledge platform [14].

At present, for the guidance and governance of social hot events, some scholars use game theory to analyze the game strategy selection of participants from the perspective of network public opinion. From the perspective of network public opinion, Chen and Huang introduced the tripartite game theory into the research and pointed out that the essence of the evolution process of network public opinion is the process of tripartite interest game among the government, Internet users, and online media. In order to build a healthy network environment, it is far from enough to rely on one-sided forces, and multiparty cooperation is needed [15]. Guo et al. pointed out that the negative network public opinion has certain harm to the society ad morality and law should regulate and restrict it and use the game theory method to study the public opinion communication mechanism [16]. Li and Wang take emergencies as the background, consider the cognitive
2. Model Hypothesis and Construction

2.1. Basic Assumptions of the Model. Based on the opportunity, motivation, and control method of daily activity theory, the model is analyzed [22]. Opportunity refers to the favorable situation in time, which explains why We Media has the ability to choose violations. Motivation is the psychological tendency to make action-oriented to a specific goal, which explains why We Media seeks illegal behavior. The control method is to check whether the work is carried out according to the established standards, find problems, and correct them. It is used to protect the public's emotional cognitive behavior from the harm caused by opportunities and motives. The government's regulatory behavior is affected by the choice of We Media behavior and the public's willingness to be affected. Based on the above analysis, the following hypotheses are put forward. It is reflected in whether the public, as the information receiver, is willing to be affected by the illegal information. The motivation of the illegal behavior of We Media comes from the economic benefits such as a high click-through rate.

Hypothesis 1: based on the two participants of the government and the public proposed by Liu et al. [27], the three participants are further proposed. Under the operation and government supervision of We Media, there are three participants, namely, the government, We Media, and the public. The three participants are all bounded rationality.

Hypothesis 2: on the basis of the strategy set proposed by Zhang et al. [28], it further points out that the government’s strategy choice space \( Q_1 = (\text{supervision, no supervision}) \); We Media’s strategy choice space \( Q_2 = (\text{violation, no violation}) \); public emotion cognitive behavior’s strategy choice space \( Q_3 = (\text{influence, no influence}) \). In the model, the proportion of government supervision is \( x \), and the proportion of choosing not to supervise is \( 1 - x \); the proportion of We Media choosing to violate rules is \( y \), and the proportion of choosing not to violate rules is \( 1 - y \); the proportion of public emotional cognitive behavior affected is \( z \), and the proportion of not affected is \( 1 - z \), where \( x, y, \) and \( z \in [0, 1] \).

Hypothesis 3: improve the setting of cost loss variables by Yin et al. [29], and put forward the cost factors related to the government, We Media, and the public under different strategies as follows. (1) The supervision system platform owned by the government needs daily maintenance, and the maintenance cost is \( G_{11} \); when the government supervises We Media, it needs to pay extra time and other costs \( G_{12} \) at the same time, when dealing with the violations of We Media, the field investigation needs to be carried out. It is about the cost of manpower and so on \( G_{13} \). When the government does not supervise, illegal information has a negative impact on the public’s emotional cognitive behavior, leading to the loss of public trust in the government and the ability to question \( W_{11} \); at the same time, it is easy to cause risk losses such as network chaos \( W_{12} \). (2) The daily maintenance cost of We Media platform is \( G_{21} \); when We Media chooses to violate the rules, it needs to bear the loss of public attention \( W_{21} \); if the government chooses to supervise at this time, We Media needs to bear the legal responsibility \( W_{22} \); in addition, the proportion coefficient of risk loss caused by We Media violation in the loss of negative impact on the public is \( m \). (3) When the public receives violation information, it is easy to cause panic, emotional loss, and other losses \( W_{31} \); the risk of negative impact on emotional cognitive behavior of the public living in We Media environment without government supervision is \( W_{32} \).
According to Table 2, the expected revenue are as follows:  

$$U_{21} = xz(-G_{21} - W_{21} - W_{22}) + x(1 - z)(-G_{21} - mW_{22} + W_{22}) + (1 - x)z(-G_{21} - W_{21}) + (1 - x)(1 - z)(-G_{21} - mW_{21})$$  

$$= -xzW_{22} - xmW_{22} + xzmW_{22} - zW_{21} - G_{21} - mW_{21} + zmW_{21},$$  

(4)

$$U_{22} = xz(P_{21} - G_{21}) + x(1 - z)(nP_{21} - G_{21}) + (1 - x)z(P_{21} - G_{21}) + (1 - x)(1 - z)(nP_{21} - G_{21})$$  

$$= zP_{21} + nP_{21} - G_{21} - znP_{21},$$  

(5)

$$U_{23} = yU_{21} + (1 - y)U_{22}$$  

$$= y(-xzW_{22} - xmW_{22} + xzmW_{22} - zW_{21} - G_{21}$$  

$$- mW_{21} + zmW_{21}) + (1 - y)(zP_{21} + nP_{21} - G_{21} - znP_{21}).$$  

(6)

The expected revenue $U_{31}$ of the “influence” strategy, the expected revenue $U_{32}$ of the “no influence” strategy, and the average expected revenue $U_{33}$ of public choice in the game are as follows:  

$$U_{31} = xy(P_{32} - W_{31}) + x(1 - y)(P_{31} + P_{32}) + (1 - x)y(-W_{31} - W_{32}) + (1 - x)(1 - y)(P_{31} - W_{32})$$  

$$= xP_{32} - yW_{31} + P_{31} - W_{32} - yP_{31} + xW_{32},$$  

(7)

$$U_{32} = xyP_{32} + x(1 - y)P_{32}$$  

$$+ (1 - x)y(-W_{32}) + (1 - x)(1 - y)(-W_{32})$$  

$$= xP_{32} - W_{32} + xW_{32},$$  

$$U_{33} = zU_{31} + (1 - z)U_{32} - yzW_{31} + zP_{31} - yzP_{31} + xP_{32} - W_{32} + xW_{32},$$  

(9)

3.2. Using the Evolutionary Stability Strategy of Copying Dynamic Equation to Solve the Problem. Based on the above analysis, we can see that the dynamic equation of government replication is as follows:  

$$F(x) = \frac{dx}{dt} = x(U_{11} - U_{13})$$  

$$= x(1 - x)(yzP_{11} - yG_{11} + P_{12} - G_{12} + W_{12} + yzW_{11}).$$  

(10)
Table 1: Related parameter settings and their meanings of three-party participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>$G_{11}$</td>
<td>Daily network operation and maintenance costs when the government does not supervise We Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>$G_{12}$</td>
<td>Additional cost of government regulation of We Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>$G_{13}$</td>
<td>When the government supervises the violations of We Media, how much does it cost to deal with the violations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>$P_{11}$</td>
<td>When the government supervises the negative impact of We Media on the public, the public’s trust in the government will increase and the government’s ability will be recognized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>$P_{12}$</td>
<td>When the government supervises We Media, it can create a healthy and stable network environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>$W_{11}$</td>
<td>When the government does not regulate the negative impact of We Media on the public, the public’s trust in the government will be reduced and the government’s ability will be questioned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>$W_{12}$</td>
<td>When the government does not supervise We Media, it will bring risks such as an unstable network environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We Media</td>
<td>$G_{21}$</td>
<td>Daily operation and maintenance cost of We Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We Media</td>
<td>$P_{21}$</td>
<td>When We Media has a positive impact on the public, the public’s attention to We Media increases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We Media</td>
<td>$W_{21}$</td>
<td>When We Media has a negative impact on the public, the public’s attention to We Media is reduced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We Media</td>
<td>$W_{22}$</td>
<td>When We Media is supervised by the government, it will be punished by the government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>The proportion coefficient of the risk loss caused by We Media violations in the loss of negative impact on the public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>The proportion coefficient of the potential revenue generated by We media when it does not violate the rules to the positive impact on the public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>$P_{31}$</td>
<td>The public’s knowledge, psychological satisfaction, and other benefits from the positive influence of We Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>$P_{32}$</td>
<td>The public lives in the environment of government supervision of We Media, and their emotional cognition is positively affected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>$W_{31}$</td>
<td>The loss of panic and emotional loss caused by the negative influence of We Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>$W_{32}$</td>
<td>The risk of negative impact on emotional cognition of the public living in We Media environment without government supervision</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: “Government-We Media-public” tripartite game payoff matrix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game strategy</th>
<th>Government revenue</th>
<th>We Media revenue</th>
<th>Public revenue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Supervision, violation, impact)</td>
<td>$P_{11} + P_{12} - G_{11} - G_{13}$</td>
<td>$-G_{21} - m (W_{22} + W_{21})$</td>
<td>$P_{32} - W_{32}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Supervision, violation, no impact)</td>
<td>$P_{12} - G_{11} - G_{12} - G_{13}$</td>
<td>$-G_{21} - m (W_{22} + W_{21})$</td>
<td>$P_{32} + P_{33}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Supervision, no violation, influence)</td>
<td>$P_{12} - G_{11} - G_{12}$</td>
<td>$nP_{21} - G_{21}$</td>
<td>$P_{32} + P_{33}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Supervision, no violation, influence)</td>
<td>$P_{12} - G_{11} - G_{12}$</td>
<td>$nP_{21} - G_{21}$</td>
<td>$P_{32} + P_{33}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(No supervision, violation, influence)</td>
<td>$-G_{11} - W_{11} - W_{12}$</td>
<td>$-G_{21} - W_{21}$</td>
<td>$-W_{32} - W_{31}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(No supervision, violation, no influence)</td>
<td>$-G_{11} - W_{11} - W_{12}$</td>
<td>$-G_{21} - m W_{21}$</td>
<td>$-W_{32} - W_{31}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(No supervision, no violation, influence)</td>
<td>$-G_{11} - W_{12}$</td>
<td>$P_{21} - G_{21}$</td>
<td>$P_{31} - W_{32}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(No supervision, no violation, no influence)</td>
<td>$-G_{11} - W_{12}$</td>
<td>$nP_{21} - G_{21}$</td>
<td>$P_{31} - W_{32}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By combining equations (10)–(12), the government, We Media, and the public have the following power systems for replication:

\[ F(z) = \frac{dz}{dt} = z(U_{31} - U_{33}) \]

\[ F(y) = \frac{dy}{dt} = y(U_{21} - U_{23}) \]

\[ = y(1 - y)[(zm - z - m)(xW_{22} + W_{21}) + (zn - z - n)P_{31}]. \]

The dynamic equation of We Media replication is as follows:

The dynamic equation of public reproduction is as follows:

\[ F(x) = x(1 - x)(yzP_{11} - yG_{13} + P_{12} - G_{12} + W_{12} + yzW_{11}), \]

\[ F(y) = y(1 - y)[(zm - z - m)(xW_{22} + W_{21}) + (zn - z - n)P_{21}], \]

\[ F(z) = z(1 - z)(P_{31} - yW_{31} - yP_{31}). \]

Referring to Friedman’s method [30], the evolutionary stability strategy (ESS) of the differential equation system can be obtained from the local stability analysis of the Jacobian matrix of the system, and the Jacobian matrix (14) of the system can be obtained from equation (13) as
3.3. Stability Analysis of the Equilibrium Point. The Jacobian matrix of $E_1(0, 0, 0)$ is as follows:

$$J_1 = \begin{bmatrix} P_{12} - G_{12} + W_{12} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & -mW_{21} - nP_{21} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & P_{31} \end{bmatrix}. \quad (15)$$

The eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix are $\lambda_1 = P_{12} - G_{12} + W_{12}$; $\lambda_2 = -mW_{21} - nP_{21}$; $\lambda_3 = P_{31}$. In addition, the other seven equilibrium points are substituted into the Jacobian matrix (15), and the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix corresponding to each equilibrium point are shown in Table 3.

In order to analyze the positive and negative signs of the eigenvalues corresponding to each equilibrium point and not lose generality, we assume that $P_{12} - (G_{12} + G_{13}) > 0$; that is, when the government supervises We Media, the additional benefits obtained by creating a healthy and stable network environment are greater than the sum of the additional costs required by the government to supervise We Media and the costs required by the government to deal with We Media violations. In this case, it can be seen from Table 4 that the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix corresponding to equilibrium point $E_0(1, 0, 1)$ are negative, then the system has a stable point (1, 0, 1), and its corresponding evolution strategy is (supervision, no violation, influence).

4. Numerical Analysis

In recent years, the rapid development of media has brought about the diversity of information dissemination. At the same time, it also caused the chaos of We Media. For the sustainable and healthy development of the We Media environment, relevant national departments have put forward relevant policies. During the two sessions in 2017, Liu Chun, a member of the National Committee of the Chinese people’s Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC), proposed improving the We Media platform. He believed that We Media should bear the corresponding responsibilities while getting dividends. The official account of the state network office banned 9800 WeChat public numbers in 2018 and interviewed Tencent, Zhihu, Baidu, and other We Media platforms to rectify the irregular media practices. In July 2020, the State Network Information Office held a special deployment meeting for We Media and decided to carry out a three-month special rectification action for We Media across the country. In order to further analyze the strategic relationship between the government, We Media, and the public in the game, this paper uses the valuation method of literature for reference and makes the following valuation on the model parameters involved [31–33].

When the government supervises We Media, the negative impact on the public, the increase of public trust in the government, and the recognition of the government’s ability are $P_{31} = 20$; when the government supervises We Media, the additional benefits of creating a healthy and stable network environment are $P_{13} = 10$; when the government supervises We Media, the additional cost is $G_{12} = 4$; when the government supervises We Media’s violations, the cost of handling We Media’s violations is $G_{31} = 3$; when the government does not regulate We Media, the risk loss caused by the unstable network environment is $W_{12} = 12$; when We Media has a positive impact on the public, the gain caused by the public’s increasing attention to We Media is $P_{31} = 20$, and daily operation and maintenance cost of We Media is $G_{21} = 4$. When We Media has a negative impact on the public, the loss caused by the reduction of public attention to We Media is $W_{21} = 25$; when We Media is regulated by the government, it is punished by the government $W_{22} = 22$; the ratio coefficient of risk loss caused by We Media violation to loss caused by the negative impact on the public is $m = 0.5$; the ratio of potential benefit caused by We Media nonviolation to loss caused by the positive impact on the public is $n = 0.5$; the public’s knowledge, psychological satisfaction, and other benefits from the positive influence of We Media are $P_{31} = 15$; the public’s panic, emotional loss, and other losses caused by the negative influence of We Media are $W_{31} = 20$. At the same time, we assume that the initial willingness of the government, We Media, and the public to participate is $x = y = z = 0.5$.

4.1. Influence of Initial Intention on the Evolution of Game Relationship among Three Participants. Figure 1 is a simulation of the influence of changes in the initial willingness of the government, We Media, and the public on the game.
strategy when other parameter values remain unchanged. Suppose that the initial intention of the government, We Media, and the public is the same, that is, $x = y = z$. According to the simulation results in Figure 1, the government’s supervision intention $x$ converges to 1, We Media’s violation intention $y$ converges to 0, the public’s emotion cognition behavior affected intention $z$ converges to 1, and the final equilibrium point tends to (1, 0, 1); with the initial intention $x, y, z$ increasing from 0.4 to 0.5 and then to 0.6, the speed of $x, z$ converging to 1 is accelerated, and the speed of $y$ converging to 0 slows down, and finally, the three tend to a stable point (1, 0, 1). The reason is that when the additional benefit of creating a healthy and stable We Media environment is greater than the sum of the additional cost of government’s supervision of We Media and the cost of government’s supervision of We Media violations, the government’s supervision willingness is higher, which tends to be 1; the misleading harm of We Media violations to the public’s emotional cognitive behavior is extremely serious. The government’s punishment and other comprehensive factors determine that We Media will not choose violation strategies, and the violation intention tends to zero; emotional cognition is an advanced function of the human brain, which is not only a subjective feeling but also an objective physiological reaction. After hot events, the public is vulnerable to We Media information, and the violation intention tends to one.

Figure 2 is a simulation to study the influence of the change of the government’s initial supervision intention $x$ on the game strategy when other parameters remain unchanged. From the simulation results in Figure 2, it can be seen that whether the government’s regulatory will choose any value of 0.3, 0.5, or 0.7, the government’s regulatory will eventually converge to 1; in addition, with the increase of the initial willingness $x$ of government supervision, from 0.3 to 0.5 and then to 0.7, the speed of $x$ converging to 1 accelerates. With the increase of the government’s willingness to supervise, We Media’s willingness $y$ to violate regulations converges to zero faster. Under this assumption, the final equilibrium point of the tripartite game tends to (1, 0, 1). This is because when the government’s willingness to supervise increases, We Media will be punished more by the government if it violates the rules. In order to reduce the cost of punishment and other factors, We Media will reduce the willingness to violate the rules; that is, the speed of the willingness to violate the rules that tends to zero is accelerated.

Figure 3 is a simulation of the impact of the change of the initial participation intention $y$ of We Media on the game strategy when other parameters remain unchanged. From the simulation results in Figure 3, it can be seen that whether We Media choose any value of 0.3, 0.5, or 0.7, $y$ converges to 0; with the increase of initial intention $x$ of We Media, from 0.3 to 0.5 and then to 0.7, the speed of $y$ converging to 0 slows down. With the increase of We Media’s willingness to break the rules, the government’s willingness $y$ to supervise is converging to 1 faster; the public’s willingness $z$ to be affected by emotional cognition behavior is converging to 1 slower. Under this assumption, the final equilibrium point tends to (1, 0, 1). This is because when We Media’s willingness to violate regulations increases, the government’s willingness to supervise We Media will gain the public’s trust in the government and recognition of the government’s ability, as well as additional benefits from the creation of a healthy and stable network environment when the government regulates “We Media”, which accelerate the speed of the tendency of government supervision willingness $x$ to 1; the increase of We Media’s willingness to violate regulations will cause public panic and emotion. The public wants to receive positive information, so in this case, the public’s willingness to be affected will slow down.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix corresponding to each equilibrium point.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equilibrium point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_1$ (0, 0, 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_2$ (0, 0, 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_3$ (0, 1, 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_4$ (0, 1, 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_5$ (1, 0, 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_6$ (1, 0, 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_7$ (1, 1, 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_8$ (1, 1, 1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4: Local stability analysis of the equilibrium point.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equilibrium point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_1$ (0, 0, 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_2$ (0, 0, 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_3$ (0, 1, 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_4$ (0, 1, 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_5$ (1, 0, 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_6$ (1, 0, 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_7$ (1, 1, 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_8$ (1, 1, 1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4 is a simulation of the impact of the change of public emotion cognitive behavior's willingness $z$ to be affected on the game strategy with other parameters unchanged. As can be seen from the simulation results in Figure 4, no matter whether $z$ chooses any value of 0.3, 0.5, or 0.7 for the willingness to be affected by public emotional cognitive behavior, $z$ converges to 1; with the increase of $z$, from 0.3 to 0.5 and then to 0.7, the speed of $z$ converging to 1 accelerates. With the increase of the public’s willingness to be affected, the government’s supervision willingness $x$ converges to 1 faster; We Media’s violation willingness converges to 0 faster. Under this assumption, the final equilibrium point tends to $(1, 0, 1)$. This is because the public’s emotional cognition behavior is positively affected by We Media, which can obtain knowledge and psychological satisfaction, thus enhancing the trust and attention to We Media, and reducing the willingness of We Media to violate regulations; the public lives in the environment of effective government supervision of We Media, and their emotional cognition is protected by positive information, so as to improve the trust and support to the government and promote the increase of government supervision willingness.

Figure 5 is a simulation of the influence of the initial willingness $y$ to participate in We Media violations and the willingness $z$ of public emotional cognitive behavior to be affected simultaneously on the game strategy when other parameters are unchanged. As can be seen from the simulation results in Figure 5, when $y$ increases from 0.1 to 0.9 and $z$ increases from 0.1 to 0.9, the convergence rate of government supervision willingness $x$ to 1 is accelerated. This is because the violations of We Media are more and more obvious, and the public’s emotional cognitive behavior is easily affected, so the government’s choice of supervision strategies is speeding up.

Figure 6 is a simulation of the influence of the government’s initial supervision willingness $x$ and the willingness $z$ of public emotional cognitive behavior to be affected simultaneously on the game strategy when other parameters are unchanged. As can be seen from the simulation results in Figure 6, when $x$ increases from 0.1 to 0.9 and $z$ increases from 0.1 to 0.9, the speed of We Media violation willingness $z$ converging to 0 is accelerated. This is because the public’s emotional cognitive behavior is easily affected, the government’s willingness to implement supervision increases, and We Media will face greater punishment for violations, so We Media chooses to reduce violations strategy.

Figure 7 is a simulation of the impact of the simultaneous changes of the government’s initial willingness $x$ to supervise and We Media’s initial willingness $y$ to participate in violations on the game strategy with other parameters unchanged. As can be seen from the simulation results in Figure 7, when $x$ increases from 0.1 to 0.9 and $y$ increases from 0.1 to 0.9, the speed of public emotion cognitive behavior’s willingness $z$ to be affected converges to 1 slows down. This is because We Media’s willingness to violate regulations increases, and the probability of the public receiving negative information increases. Therefore, the public will reduce their willingness $z$ to be affected by emotional cognition and behavior, and require the government to increase its willingness to supervise, so as to reduce the risk of negative impact on the public living in the We Media environment that is not supervised by the government.
4.2. Influence of Whether the Government Supervises the Revenue on the Evolution of Game Relationship. Figure 8 is a simulation of the influence of the change of the government’s choice of regulatory strategy income on the game strategy when other parameters remain unchanged. For the convenience of description, let the total government revenue under this strategy be \( P_1 = P_{11} + P_{12} \). It can be seen from the simulation results in Figure 8 that when \( P_{11} \) increases from 10 to 20 and then to 30, and \( P_{12} \) increases from 5 to 10 and then to 15, that is, when \( P_1 \) increases from 15 to 30 and then to 45, the speed of \( x \) converging to 1 is accelerated. This is because when the government actively supervises We Media, the public will increase their trust in the government and their recognition of the government’s ability and promote the increase of the government’s total revenue. Therefore, the government chooses the supervision strategy.

Figure 9 is a simulation of the impact of the change of government’s choice of no supervision strategy loss on the game strategy with other parameters unchanged. In order to describe the simulation results, the total government loss under this strategy is assumed to be \( W_1 = W_{11} + W_{12} \). It can be seen from the simulation results in Figure 9 that when \( W_{11} \) increases from 15 to 25 and then to 35, and \( W_{12} \) increases from 6 to 12 and then to 18, that is, when \( W_1 \) increases from 21 to 37 and then to 53, the speed of \( x \) converging to 1 is accelerated. This is because when the government chooses the no supervision strategy, the public will reduce their trust in the government and question the government’s ability, which will increase the total loss of the government. In order to reduce losses, the government chooses to supervise We Media.

4.3. Impact of Whether We Media Releases Information Benefits on the Evolution of Game Relationship. Figure 10 is a simulation of the impact of the change of We Media’s positive information revenue on the game strategy when other parameters are unchanged. For the convenience of description, let the total revenue of the government be \( P_2 = P_{21} + nP_{21} \), where \( n \) is 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8, and \( P_{21} \) is 5, 20, and 35, respectively. From the simulation results in Figure 10, it can be seen that when \( n \) increases from 0.2 to 0.5 and then to 0.8, and \( P_{21} \) increases from 5 to 20 and then to 35, that is, when \( P_2 \) increases from 6 to 30 and then to 63, the speed of We Media violation willingness \( y \) converging to 0 is accelerated. This is because when We Media publishes positive information, the public will pay more attention to We Media and other factors, which will promote the total revenue of We Media to increase. Therefore, We Media chooses the no violation strategy.

Figure 11 is a simulation of the impact of the loss of illegal information released by We Media on the game strategy with other parameters unchanged. For the convenience of description, let the total loss of We Media \( W_2 = W_{21} + W_{22} + mW_{21} \), where \( m \) is 0.2, 0.5, and 0.8, respectively. \( W_{21} \) is 10, 25, and 40, respectively. \( W_{22} \) is 14, 22, and 30, respectively. As can be seen from the simulation results in Figure 11, when \( m \) increases from 0.2 to 0.5 and then to 0.8, \( W_{21} \) increases from 10 to 25 and then to 40, \( W_{22} \) increases from 14 to 22 and then to 30, that is, when \( W_2 \) increases from 26 to 59.5 and then to 102, the rate of We Media violation willingness \( y \) converging to 0 is accelerated. This is because when We Media chooses the illegal strategy, the government’s punishment to We Media and other factors lead to the increase of the total loss of We Media. In order to reduce losses, We Media chooses not to violate the rules.
**Figure 5:** Participation willingness $x$ remains unchanged, while $y$ and $z$ change simultaneously ($y=z=0.1 \rightarrow y=z=0.9$).

**Figure 6:** Participation willingness $y$ remains unchanged, while $x$ and $z$ change simultaneously ($x=z=0.1 \rightarrow x=z=0.9$).

**Figure 7:** Participation willingness $z$ remains unchanged, while $x$ and $y$ change simultaneously ($x=y=0.1 \rightarrow x=y=0.9$).

**Figure 8:** The government chooses to supervise the changes in the revenue of the strategy ($P1=15 \rightarrow P1=30 \rightarrow P1=45$).
4.4. Whether the Public Receives the Information Influence or Not and Its Influence on the Evolution of Game Relationship.

Figure 12 is a simulation of the impact of the change of the public’s emotional cognitive behavior on the game strategy under the condition that other parameters remain unchanged. For the convenience of description, let the total public revenue \( P_3 \), where \( P_{31} \) is 8, 15, and 22, respectively. It can be seen from the simulation results in Figure 12 that when \( P_3 \) increases from 8 to 15 and then to 22, the speed of \( z \) converging to 1 is accelerated. This is because when We Media releases positive information, the public emotional cognitive behavior can obtain the satisfaction of knowledge, psychology, and other aspects, and the income increases. Therefore, the public chooses to accept the positive information influence strategy.

Figure 13 is a simulation of the impact of the change of loss on the game strategy under the condition that other parameters remain unchanged. For the convenience of description, we assume that the total public loss under this strategy is \( W_3 \), where \( W_{31} \) is 5, 10, and 15, respectively. As can be seen from the simulation results in Figure 13, when \( W_{31} \) increases from 5 to 10 and then to 15, the speed of \( z \) converging to 1 slows down. This is because when We Media publishes illegal information, the risk of negative impact on public emotional cognitive behavior increases, which is easy to cause public panic, so the loss increases and the public does not want to be affected.
5. Conclusions and Suggestions

Based on the limited rationality of the three participants, this paper establishes the game payment matrix of the government, We Media, and the public participation by using the evolutionary game theory, systematically analyzes the evolution process, verifies the tripartite game relationship with numerical analysis, and draws the following conclusions:

(1) Government regulation plays an important role in restricting We Media’s information release. When the government’s willingness to regulate increases, We Media will be punished more if it violates the rules. In order to reduce the cost of punishment and other factors, We Media will reduce the willingness to violate the rules.

(2) The strategy choice of the three parties is sensitive to the change of relevant single parameter variables, but it will eventually reach the equilibrium state that the government regulates We Media, We Media does not violate the rules, and the public is affected by positive information.

(3) After the occurrence of social hot events, the public is more willing to get positive information guidance from We Media, which urges the government to choose a strict supervision strategy to effectively reduce the violations of We Media and achieve Pareto optimization.

According to the above conclusions, after the occurrence of social hot issues, the following suggestions are put forward to achieve a comprehensive governance pattern that We Media does not violate the rules and correctly guides the public’s emotional cognitive behavior under the constraint of responsibility.

5.1. Explore a New Method of Supervision Integration.

From the perspective of control methods, based on the behavior choice of We Media and the public’s willingness to be affected, this paper explores new regulatory integration methods. First of all, the government needs to establish and improve the supervision system of the We Media information release to reduce the generation and dissemination of misleading information. For example, with the help of the characteristics of blockchain technology that cannot be tampered with and easy to trace, the information release of each media is recorded and permanently retained, which provides a real evaluation basis for government supervision, so as to improve the government’s response-ability, improve the supervision efficiency, and reduce the supervision cost. Secondly, we strengthen the regulatory responsibility of the competent authorities, take the initiative to integrate the supervision of We Media into social hot events, and release timely policies. At the same time, we should open a public supervision hotline to smooth the reporting channels of We Media’s untrue information, give full play to the role of public supervision, and curb the chaotic behavior of We Media. In addition, the corresponding regulatory authorities should also set up an incentive mechanism, through the corresponding material or spiritual incentives to promote We Media to positively guide the public emotional cognitive behavior.
5.2. Promote the Standardization of We Media Information Release. From the perspective of motivation, We Media should take the initiative to abide by professional ethics and give full play to its effectiveness to reduce the motivation of illegal behaviors and obtain a higher click-through rate. The authenticity of We Media reports will affect the public’s cognition of the development trend of hot events. When facing hot events, We Media should first abide by professional ethics, curb opportunistic behavior, and report events in a true and rigorous manner. We Media should establish a standardized self-regulation mechanism, strengthen the audit and screening of event content reports, realize the two-way linkage with government supervision, and gain the public’s trust and attention. We Media establishes an information interaction platform, promotes We Media’s information release standard, and improves their business ability and social recognition.

5.3. Give Full Play to the Role of Public Supervision. From the perspective of opportunity, the public, as the information receiver, is not willing to be affected by illegal information. The public can actively integrate into the supervision by improving their information literacy. As people are affected by emotional cognitive behavior, the public needs to improve information identification ability, understand the development trend of hot events through multiple channels, and treat the bad information in We Media rationally. At the same time, the public should enhance legal awareness, actively fulfill social responsibilities, play the role of supervision, and become an effective driving force of government supervision, which can jointly create a harmonious and healthy We Media environment and reduce the opportunities of We Media chaos.
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Supplementary Materials

In the manuscript, through analysis and the initial value setting of parameters, the dynamic evolution process of strategy selection of the government, We Media, and the public under different initial states is simulated and analyzed by using MATLAB software. According to the simulation results, the initial participation willingness and proportion coefficient of the three participants are discussed. In the process of numerical analysis, we use the source code. The source code is attached here. The source code would promote the usage of the approach and also allow others to take better advantage of this research. (Supplementary Materials)
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